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The  potential  ofdeep  submicron CMOS technologies for high- 
speed  applications has been  demonstrated  in  a  number of 
circuits 11, 21. The  density, low-voltage operation,  and low 
power of CMOS devices make  them  attractive for compact 
integration of communication  systems. 

This  paper  describes  the  design of a 13.4GHz V2-frequency 
divider  fabricated  in  a  partially-scaled  O.lpm  bulk CMOS 
technology [31. The circuit  design  is  heavily  influenced by the 
device structures  and  layout  rules. 

To reduce  both  fabrication  cost and  turnaround  time,  the 
CMOS process  scales only channel  length to O.lpm and  gate 
oxide to40A [31. Design  rules for other  dimensions  correspond 
to a lprn technology, yieldinga  minimum  sourcddrain  area of 
2.2x2.2pm2.Thus thecontributionofthesource/drainjunction 
capacitance  is  substantial,  severely  limiting  speed. 

The above difficulty is alleviated by use  ofring-shaped  transis- 
tors,  where the  ratio of device width  and  drain  junction 
capacitance is  approximately  four  times  that of a  regular 
layout [4]. However,  such  a  structure  proves beneficial if only 
oneofthedrainorsourceterminalsappearsinthesignalpath. 
Thus, high-speed  divider topologies using  stacked devices or 
pass  gates do not  necessarily  achieve  a  higher  speed if they 
incorporate  this  structure.  Another  drawback of typical  di- 
vider topologies stems from their  use of PMOS devices in  the 
critical  signal  path.  The  transconductance-input  capacitance 
trade-off of these  transistors  degrades  speed  significantly. 

The  divider  described  employs  the following techniques  to 
improve the speed: 1) nMOSFETs for sensing  and  regenera- 
tionandpMOSFETsforpull-up,Z)nostackeddevicesandpass 
gates, 3 )  ring-shaped  geometry for all  transistors. As a  result, 
it  both  lends  itself  to  partially-scaled technology and achieves 
a  maximum  speed  relatively  independent  ofpMOS  character- 
istics.  The  divider block diagram  is  shown  in  Figure 1. The 
circuit  employs two D-latches  in  a  master-slave  configuration 
with  negative  feedback. While in  high-speed  master-slave 
dividers it is common practice  to  design the  slave  as  the  “dual” 
ofthe  master so that  they  canbe both driven by a  single-phase 
clock, the divider of Figure 1 uses two  identical  latches  driven 
by CKand CK. In  order to minimize the skew  between CK and 
CK the  non-inverted  phase  is  delayed by a  complementary 
pass  gate [4]. Simulations  show  skew  between CK and CK in 
this  clrcuit  is <lops for a 13GHz sinusoidal  input. 

Figure 2 depicts  the  divider  circuit.  Each  latch  consists of two 
sense devices ( M ,  and hl, in  the  master  and M, and M, in  the 
slave),  a  regenerative loop (M, and M, in  the  master  and M, 
andhi,,intheslave),andtwopull-updevices(M,andM,inthe 
master  and M,, and M,, in  the  slave).  When CK is  high,  the 
rrlasterisinthesensemodewhiletheslaveisinthestoremode, 
and  when CK goes iow, the  reverse  occurs.  Since  the  gate- 
source  capacitance of the PMOS transistors does not  appear in 
thecriticalpath,  the transcoductance-inputcapacitance trade- 
off of these devices has  little  erect on divider  speed. 

Incontrasttoconventionallatch topologies,theD-latchcircuit 
used in  this  divider  does not disable its  input devices when  it 

- 

goes from the  sense mode to the  store mode, thus avolding 
stacked  transistors. While this poses timlng  problems in a 
general  digital  circuit,  it does not prevent  the  divider from 
functioning  properly. T w o  observations  explain  this.  First, 
since the  input devices of each  latch are n-type,  they  can 
change  the  state  only  ifone  ofthe  inputs goes from low to  high 
and  the  other  from  high to low. Second,  when  ench  latch  is  in 
the  sense mode, neither of ita  outputs  can go from low to  high 
because the PMOS pull-up  devices are  off. Thus, if, for  ex- 
ample,  the  master  is  in  the  sense  mode  and  the  slave  in  store 
mode, the  master  outputs  can only go from high  to low and 
hence  cannot  override  the  state  stored  in the slave. 

Simulations  based on CMOS device model3 are  used to com- 

dividers  reported in 111 and [51. Plotted  in  Figure 3 is  the 
pare  performance of the proposed topology wilh  high-speed 

maximum clock frequency of each  circuit, f,,,, as a  function of 
supply  voltage,  indicatingat  least  afacturoftwo  improvement 
in  speed. 

The  divider  is  fabricated  in O.lvm CMOS technology.  Figure 4 
is  a  micrograph of the  die,  whose  active  areu  is  approximately 
50x70pm2. The  circuit  is  tested on-wafer at room temperature 
usinga high-speed Picoprobe to  apply the  input  and a  Cascade 
multi-contact probe to  measure  the  output  as well a s  provide 
power and  ground  connections. 

Shown  in  Figure 5 are  measured divider  input  and  output 
waveforms a t  fc,=13.4GHz with 2.6V supply.  Input  amplitude 
is  rail-to-rail. No attempt is made to generate  large  output 
swings off-chip, as  the  setup provides  sufficiently  high  signal- 
to-noise ratio,  allowing  direct  measurement of amplitudes  in 
the  millivolt  range.  The  output  stage of the  circuit  is  simply  a 
3pdO.lpm nMOS transistor  driving  a 50R load. 

To assess low-voltage performance,  the  supply  voltage  is 
vaned from 1.2 to  2.6V,  yielding the f,, variation  in  Figure 6. 
The  divider  has  an f,, of %Hz atVDD=l.2V  and IOCHz at  
VDD=2V. In  comparison,  the 0. lpm SO1 implementation  in [ll 
has f,, of 2.6GHz at  VD,=2V. 

The  measured  speed-power  trade-off  ofthe  prototype  (includ- 
ing YO buffers)  is  shown  in  Figure 7. The circuit  dissipates 
2.6mW at  5GHz (withVDD=1.2V)  and 28mW a t  13.6GHz (with 
VDD=2.6 V). Since  the  primary goal is high  speed,  all devices 
are  ring-shaped  and  hence  have  a  minimum  width of 10pm. 
Forclockfrequenciesbelow lOGHz, a design employingsmaller 
devices reduces power by approximately 5 times. 
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Figure 1: Divider  block diagram. 
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Figure 5: Measured inputloutput  waveforms 
at 13.4GHz (input  amplitude  not  to  scale). 
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Figure 2: Divider  circuit.  Figure 6: Measured speed vs supply  voltage. 
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Figure 3: Simulated  speed of divider  and  topologies in 

Figure 4: See  page 333. 
[ll and [51. 
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Figure 7: Measured power-speed  trade-off. 
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Figure 4: Divider chip micrograph. 

TP 10.6: A 17dB Gain, 0.1 - 70GHz InP HEMT Amplifier IC 
(Continued from page 179) 


